PPLD 4th & 5th Grade Booktalks
Kristin’s Picks

**The Ink Drinker**
by Eric Sanvoisin

**The Gates**
By John Connolly

**More Scary Stories to Tell in the Dark**
By Alvin Schwartz

**Snow Treasure**
By Marie McSwigan

**Zorgamazoo**
By Robert Paul Weston

**Crenshaw**
By Katherine Applegate

PPLD 4th & 5th Grade Booktalks
Kristin’s Picks

**When Santa Fell to Earth**
By Cornelia Funke

**The Loathsome Dragon**
By David Wiesner

**The Case of the Missing Marquess: An Enola Holmes Mystery**
By Nancy Springer

**The Incredible Voyage of Ulysses**
By Bimba Landmann

**Mike Stellar: Nerves of Steel**
By K.A. Holt